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WINDOWS TAVOLINI 

  Our factory existed since 1982. We have set ourselves the goal 

of producing high quality woodwork using wood as a raw 

material.                                          . 

 

  The precision of execution, in-depth technological knowledge 

and knowledge of modern machining methods is reflected in 

high quality products, with unique designs, which are an 

element of interior design.                     / 

 

. 

  All our products are made to order only, with the principles of 

functional and aesthetic design. Reliability of the workmanship 

and the reliability of the implementation guarantee the timely 

continuation of the construction or repair and assurance of 

assembly of particular elements of joinery construction at a 

predetermined time. 



 

WINDOWS TAVOLINI 

  Wooden windows are impregnated and painted with the varnishes 
of German company Remmers in any color according to the RAL 
palette   (or transparent), preserving the natural drawing of wooden 

fibers.       . 
 
Construction: window and balcony doors of traditional and modern 
structure. Windows and balcony doors with a lift-and-slide system are 
available by individual order.                                       . 

 
Shape: rectangular, square, arc, triangular, trapezoid, round, etc. 

 
Dimensions: custom – by request.  Seals: Qulon.                                . 

 

Glass Sets:  Double - with option of installation of internal shutters with 
heat transfer coefficient U = 1.0 W / m2K                                                 . 
By request - safe, security class P4 (with appropriate hardware 
package)                    / 

 

Fittings:  company G-U (Germany) with micro-ventilation function. 



 

WINDOWS TAVOLINI 

Material:  profiles made of glued wood (pine, oak, larch or 
meranti) - well dried and deprived of knots and resin blisters. 
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Wooden Windows  

with the rain deflectors (aluminum) 

 

 
Profile: EU-Line 78mm 
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Wooden Windows  

with the rain deflectors (aluminum) 

 

 
Profile: EU-Line 92mm 
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Wood-Aluminum Windows  

 
 
 
Profile: WA-Line Classic 
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Wood-Aluminum Windows  

 
 
 
Profile: WA-Line Modern 
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Wood-Aluminum Windows  

 
 
 
Profile: WA-Line Contemporary 
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WINDOWS TAVOLINI 

 Our products serve their functionality and 

decorate facades, among others. The 

Presidential Palace, the Krolikarnia, the 

Philharmonic, the Ministry of Culture and Art.                                            

. 

 

  They also fulfill their role in daily use in single-

family homes, giving them individual style 

while satisfying the needs of owners in terms of 

their operation and ease of maintenance. 

 

 

  Below you can look through some works from 
our Portfolio.  
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Head office: 
 
Ul. Henryka Sienkiewicza 10,  
lokacia 204 

 
Legionowo 05-120 
Poland 
 
Tel: +48 514 155 170 

  
tavolini@tavolinifloors.com 


